Nonlinear reverse-time migration is a modified reverse-time migration that accounts for the nonlinear relation between seismic data and model in order to image multiply scattered waves including multiples. The illumination of multiply scattered waves yields a representation of the Earth's subsurface that is more sensitive to model parameters, which allows for advanced seismic interpretation. The gain in sensitivity that multiply scattered waves provide also applies to velocity model building. I present a strategy for using the illumination and sensitivity of internal multiples for migration velocity analysis and illustrate this method with numerical examples.
INTRODUCTION
Reverse-time migration (RTM) is a two-way time-domain finitefrequency technique that accurately handles the propagation of complex scattered waves and produces a band-limited representation of the subsurface structure that is conventionally assumed to be linear in the contrasts of the model parameters (e.g., Farmer et al., 2006) . Because of the underlying linear single-scattering assumption, most RTM implementations do not optimally use the illumination and sensitivity provided by multiply scattered waves (e.g., Fleury and Vasconcelos, 2012) . Migrating multiply scattered waves requires preserving the nonlinear relation between the image and the contrasts of the model parameters. To utilize the energy, illumination, and sensitivity contained in multiply scattered data, Fleury and Snieder (2012) propose a nonlinear reverse-time migration (NLRTM) algorithm. NLRTM modifies the extrapolation of source and receiver wavefields to more accurately reconstruct multiply scattered waves and extends the concept of the imaging condition in order to map in the subsurface structurally coherent seismic events which correspond to the interaction of both singly and multiply scattered waves. The NLRTM strategy reveals potential for migration velocity analysis (MVA). MVA traditionally applies to images of primary reflections only. Most MVA algorithms estimate and correct the focus of primary reflection events in the image domain by using the semblance principle and move-out corrections for image gathers (e.g., Symes, 2008b) . The use of multiply scattered seismic waves, which include multiples, improves illumination, sensitivity, and redundancy in the MVA procedure. To take advantages of these properties, attempts have been made to apply MVA to surface-related multiples (e.g., Nasyrov et al., 2009 ). Surface-related multiples lead to more sensitive MVA methods and increase the effective surface illumination but do not solve the fundamental problem of limited illumination under complex subsurface structures, such as sub-salt or sub-basalt structures. MVA for internal multiples contributes to the solution of this problem. The same semblance principle that applies to primary events is applicable to multiple events when forming additional image gathers for internal multiples. NLRTM provides sub-images of the interactions of primaries/multiples and multiples/multiples from which one can build such gathers. Further information is extractable from these NLRTM extended sub-images. Despite the fact that each NLRTM sub-image uses different subsurface illumination (from primaries or multiples), these sub-images are still representations of the same subsurface. This consistency between NLRTM sub-images is usable for MVA when applying the semblance principle across sub-images.
In this paper, I review the principles behind NLRTM and develop an MVA strategy for applying the semblance principle to NLRTM. The results of synthetic examples prove the method to be effective for interpretation and velocity model building.
NONLINEAR REVERSE-TIME MIGRATION
A scattering-based approach for seismic imaging yields the description of the Earth's model m in terms of a migration model m 0 (which generates the reference wavefield w 0 and data d 0 ) and a contrast model ∆m (which generates the scattered wavefield w s and data d s ). NLRTM yields a set i of sub-images that are nonlinear representations of model ∆m (Fleury and Snieder, 2012) :
where the notation refers to wavefield components and their illumination (details follow). The nonlinearity of the NLRTM sub-images results from preserving the nonlinear relation between wavefield w s (equal to data d s at receivers) and the perturbation P (a function of models m 0 and ∆m) of the reference propagation operator H 0 (e.g., Weglein et al., 2003) . Assuming that the estimates of the source signature s est and the perturbation operator P est are known, NLRTM preserves this nonlinear relation in the extrapolation of source-and receiver-side reference and scattered wavefields (Fleury and Snieder, 2012) :
where symbol † denotes the adjoint operation. The introduction of operator P est in the extrapolation accounts for scattering contrast model ∆m est in reconstructing scattered wavefields. There are two main approaches for retrieving model ∆m est : an interpretation-based approach using velocity model building tools and an automatic algorithm-based approach using leastsquares migration (Nemeth et al., 1999) , optimal image scaling (Symes, 2008a) , or gradient-based full-waveform inversion updates (e.g., Pratt et al., 1998) . The set w of wavefields,
decomposes into where wavefield w (u/d) is up-going (or down-going) and results from the application of the decompostion operator D (u/d) :
In the extended image space (e.g., Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011) , the NLRTM imaging condition yields the sub-images of set i:
where symbol denotes zero-time crosscorrelation and operator T(λ λ λ , τ) shifts wavefields by space-lag λ λ λ and time-lag τ:
The wavefield decomposition in the imaging condition isolates back-scattered from forward-scattered energies to reveal subsurface scattering contrasts. Images i s,rec and take into account higher orders of scattering, which offers the possibily for correctly imaging internal multiples and for subsequently using these multiples for MVA.
MIGRATION VELOCITY ANALYSIS FOR NLRTM
The semblance principle applies to each element of the set i of NLRTM extended sub-images. Following the method proposed by Yang and Sava (2012) , the defocused energies observed in the NLRTM extended sub-images are penalized by annihilator A and combined into the objective function J,
which an optimal migration model m 0,opt minimizes. I solve this optimization problem using the adjoint-state method (e.g., Plessix, 2006) . The set w (u/d) † of adjoint wavefields,
extrapolates the residual defocused energies mapped into the set g (u/d) of NLRTM adjoint sources defined as The set of equations that extrapolate the adjoint wavefields is
The parametrization of the model space in terms of squared slowness yields the gradient ∇ m 0 J of functional J:
With this gradient, a Newton-based method allows one to iterate for the solution model m 0,opt that best focuses the energies of the NLRTM sub-images.
The semblance principle also applies across the elements of the set i of NLRTM sub-images. Because of the uniqueness of true model m, all elements i j of i must show consistent positioning of the subsuface structures of the model, despite their intrinsic differences in illumination. For MVA purposes, this consistency between NLRTM sub-images is assessable using local-window crosscorrelation function C:
with the local-window W and space-lag η η η. The annihilator A penalizes the poor correlations between the sub-images. This new MVA criterion complements the previous one and leads to the minimization of the modified objective function J :
EXAMPLES
Multiply scattered waves, including internal multiples, are waves that have been reflected, diffracted, and more generally scattered more than once. These waves provide energy, illumination, and sensitivity that improve both imaging and MVA when their nonlinear relation to the model is accounted for. NLRTM applies to target-oriented sub-salt imaging. Sub-salt imaging is challenging because of the structural complexity of salt bodies and the lack of sub-salt illumination (e.g., Leveille et al., 2011) . For the Sigsbee 2A model in Figure 1 (Paffenholz et al., 2002) , NLRTM provides the image set i ( Figure  2 ) for refined interpretation in the poorly illuminated sub-salt area. The perturbation P est is obtained from scaling a conventional RTM image of the same subsurface to create model ∆m est (Figure 1b) . The NLRTM extrapolation reconstructs internal multiples that illuminate the sub-salt structures and map nonlinearly scattered energy in the NLRTM sub-images. This new and redundant structural information facilitates detailed seismic interpretation of the subsalt target. In Figure 2 , the coherent structures are consistent across sub-images. This consistency is evidence that migration velocity model m 0 ( Figure  1b ) is accurate and allows for more confident interpretation. The sub-images of internal multiples also more clearly reveal some structural features. For example, the sediment layering across the two faults (shown by the green solid lines) is more ( Figure 2d ). This helps to resolve ambiguities in poorly illuminated sub-salt areas.
NLRTM also applies to MVA with internal multiples. In the point-scatterer example (Figure 3) , multiples from the reflector interface and primaries illuminate the point scatterer and yield the NLRTM sub-images in Figure 4 . The example implements the first MVA criterion (optimization of objective J). The starting model (Figure 3c ) contains a low-slowness anomaly. The interpretation of a RTM image allows one to pick the density reflector to create the contrast model (Figure 3f) . In Figure 4 , sub-image i shows defocused energy at the scatterer location. After automatically picking locations for common image point gathers (Cullison and Sava, 2011) , NLRTM extended sub-images estimate the energy focus in these sub-images. At the scatterer location, Figure 5 shows energy focus in subimage i contributes to the slowness gradient (Figure 7b ) because of the defocused energy of the multiple reflection at the scatterer. The total gradient (Figure 7c ) sums the two contributions and has stronger amplitude at the anomaly location. The sensitivity of internal multiples contributes to the MVA update and better constrains the spatial location of the high-slowness anomaly.
CONCLUSIONS
The NLRTM strategy uses the energy, illumination, and sensitivity of internal multiples for seismic imaging and MVA. The set of NLRTM sub-images is a new tool for seismic interpretation, as illustrated by the target-oriented subsalt imaging example. NLRTM sub-images emphasize the difference in illumination of primaries and multiples which results in additional information for the description of geological subsurface features. The consistency between this redundant information leads to more confident interpretation. This same consistency criterion reveals the gain in sensitivity to model parameters coming from the use of internal multiples. This extra-sensitivity benefits the development of MVA methods. As shown in the synthetic example, the illumination of internal multiples in NL-RTM provides new constraints for velocity model building. These constraints lead to localized and sensitive updates of the velocity errors and potentially reduce the number of iterations needed for the convergence of gradient-based MVA methods.
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